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Abstract
We introduce the technique of lattice querying which automatically forms the query from the set of text samples provided by a user, and produce search results by matching parse trees of this query with that of candidate answers. Lattice queries allow increase in big data exploration efficiency since they form multiple “hypotheses” concerning user intent and explore data from multiple respective angles. An importance of the lattice queries in data exploration is that only the most important keywords need to be submitted for web search, and neither a single document nor a keywords overlap delivers such the set of keywords. An open source plugin for ElasticSearch and a search request handler for SOLR are developed so that the proposed technology can be easily integrated with industrial search engines.

Introduction
Today, it is hard to overestimate the popularity of information access via search engines. Also, a vast number of distributed computing frameworks have been proposed for big data. They provide scalable storage and efficient retrieval, capable of collecting data from various sources, fast moving and fairly diverse. Modern open source big data search and exploration systems like Solr and Elasticsearch are broadly used for access and analysis of big data. However, intelligence features such as search relevance and adequate analysis, retrieval and exploration of large quantities of natural language texts are still lacking. Natural language text is still treated as a bag of words with their statistics in most industrial systems. In spite of the extensive capabilities of natural language parsing, they are still not leveraged by most search engines.

Also, frequently novice users of search engines experience difficulties formulating their queries, especially when these queries are long. It is often hard for user who is new to a domain to pick proper keywords. Even for advanced users exploring data via querying, including web queries, it is usually hard to estimate proper generality / specificity of a query being formulated. Lattice querying makes it easier for a broad range of user and data exploration tasks to formulate the query: given a few examples, it formulates the query automatically.

In this work we intend to merge the efficiency of distributed computing framework with the intelligence features of data exploration provided by NLP technologies. We introduce the technique of lattice querying which automatically forms the query from the set of text samples provided by a user by generalizing them in the level of parse trees. Also the system produces search results by matching parse trees of this query with that of candidate answers. Lattice queries allow increase in big data exploration efficiency since they form multiple “hypotheses” concerning user intent and explore data from multiple angles (generalizations).

Exploring data, mostly keyword query and phrase query are popular, as well as natural language-like ones. Users of search engines appreciate more and more ‘fuzzy match’ queries, which help to explore new areas where the knowledge of exact key-words is lacking. Using synonyms, taxonomies, ontologies and query expansions helps to substitute user keywords with the domain-specific ones to find what the system believes users are looking for (Galitsky 2003).

The idea of lattice query is illustrated in Fig. 1. Instead of a user formulating a query exploring a dataset, he or she proves a few samples (expressions of interest) so that the system formulates a query as an overlap (generalization) of these samples, applied in the form of a lattice (shown in bold on the bottom).

Proceeding from a keyword query to regexp or fuzzy one allows making search more general, flexible, assists in exploration of a new domain, as set of document with unknown vocabulary. What can be a further step in this direction? We introduce lattice queries, based on natural language expressions which are generalized into an actual query.
Nowadays, search engines ranging from open source to enterprise offer a broad range of queries with string character-based similarity. They include Boolean queries, span queries which restrict the distances between keywords in a document, regular expressions queries which allow a range of characters at certain positions, fuzzy match queries and more-like-this which allow substitution of certain characters based on string distances. Other kinds of queries allow expressing constraints in a particular dimension, such as geo-shape query. Proceeding from a keyword query to regex or fuzzy one allows making search more general, flexible, assists in exploration of a new domain, as set of document with unknown vocabulary. What can be a further step in this direction? We introduce lattice queries, based on natural language expressions which are generalized into an actual query. Instead of getting search results similar to a given expression (done by ‘more like this’ query), we first build the commonality expression between all or subsets of the given sample expressions, and then use it as a query. A frame query includes words as well as attributes such as entity types and verb attributes.

**Sentence-based Lattice Queries**

Let us start with an employee search example. Let us imagine a company looking for the following individuals:

- A junior sale engineer expert travels to customers on site.
- A junior design expert goes to customer companies.
- A junior software engineer rushes to customer sites.

Given the above set of samples, we need to form a job-search query which would give us candidates somewhat similar to what we are looking for. A trivial approach would be to just turn each sample into a query and attempt to find an exact match. However most of times it would not work, so such queries need to release some constraints. How to determine which constraints need to be dropped and which keywords are most important?

To do that, we apply generalization to the set of these samples. For the entities and attributes, we form the least general generalization. The seniority of the job (adjective) ‘junior’ will stay. The job activity (noun phrase) varies, so we generalize them into <job-activity>. The higher-level reference to the job is ‘expert’ and is common for all three cases, so stays. The verb for job responsibility varies, so we use <action>, which can be further specified as <moving_action>, using verb-focused ontologies like VerbNet. To generalize the last noun phrase, we obtain the generalization <customer, NP>.

**junior <any job activity> expert <action> customer-NP.**

This is a lattice query, which is expected to be run against job descriptions and find the cases which are supposed to be most desired, according to the set of samples. In terms of parse trees of the potential sentences to be matched with the lattice query, we rewrite it as

**JJ-junior NP-* NN-expert VP-* NN-customer NP-*.**

The lattice query read as find me a junior something expert doing-something-with customer of-something.

Now we show how this template can applied to accept/reject a candidate answer Cisco junior sale representative expert flew to customers data centers.

We represent the lattice query as a conjunction of noun phrases (NP) and verb phrases (VP) set:

```
[[NP [DT-a JJ-junior NN-* NN-*], NP [NN*-customers ]],
[VP [VB-* TO-to NN*-customers ]]]
```

The first NP covers the beginning of the lattice query above, and the second NP covers the end. VP covers the second half of the lattice query starting from doing-something...

The generalization between the lattice query and a candidate answer is

```
[[NP [JJ-junior NN-* NN-*], NP [NN*-customers ]],
[VP [VB-* TO-to NN*-customers ]]]
```

One can see that the NP part is partially satisfied (the article a does not occur in the candidate answer) and VP part is fully satisfied.

Here are the parse trees for three samples

**Fig. 2: Parse trees for three samples to form a lattice query**

We obtain the lattice query to run against a dataset:

```
[[NP [DT-a JJ-junior NN-* NN-*], NP [NN*-customers ]],
[VP [VB-* TO-to NN*-customers ]]]
```

One can see that using lattice queries, one can be very sensitive in selecting search results. Searching for a token followed by a word with certain POS instead of just a single token gives a control over false-positive rate. Automated derivation of such constraint allows user to focus on...
cases instead of making efforts to generate a query which would keep expected search results in and unwanted out.

Definition: a lattice query \( Q \) is satisfied by a sentence \( S \), if \( Q^S = S \).

In practice a weak satisfaction is acceptable, where \( Q^S \in S \), but there are constraints on the parts of the lattice query:

- A number of parts in \( Q^S \) should be the same as in \( Q \);
- All words (not POS-* placeholders) from \( Q \) should also be in \( Q^S \).

**Paragraph-level Lattice Queries**

Text samples to form a lattice query can be typed, but also can be taken from text already written by someone. To expand the dimensionality of content exploration, samples can be paragraph-size texts (Galitsky 2014).

Let us consider an example of a safety-related exploration task, where a researcher attempts to find a potential reason for an accident. Let us use the following texts as incidents descriptions. These descriptions should be generalized into a lattice query to be run against a corpus of texts for the purpose of finding a root cause of a situation being described.

Crossing the snow slope was dangerous. They informed in the blog that an ice axe should be used. However, I am reporting that crossing the snow field in the late afternoon I had to use crampons.

I could not cross the snow creek since it was dangerous. This was because the previous hiker reported that ice axe should be used in late afternoon. To inform the fellow hikers, I had to use crampons going across the show field in the late afternoon.

As a result of generalization from two above cases, we will obtain a set of expressions for various ways of forming commonalities between these cases. We will use the following snapshot of a corpus of text to illustrate how a lattice query is matched with a paragraph:

I had to use crampons to cross snow slopes without an ice axe in late afternoon this spring. However in summer I do not feel it was dangerous crossing the snow.

We link two phrases in different sentences since they are connected by a rhetoric relation based on *however* ...

As a result of generalizing two paragraphs, we obtain the lattice query:

\[
([NP \ [NN-ice NN-axe ], NP \ [DT-the NN-snow NN-* ], NP \ [PRP-i ], NP \ [NNs-crampons ], NP \ [DT-the TO-to VB-* ], NP \ [VB-* DT-the NN-* NN-field IN-in DT-the JJ-late NN-afternoon (TIME) ]], \ [VP \ [VB-was JJ-dangerous ]], \ [VP \ [VB-* IN-* DT-the NN-* VB-* ]], \ [VP \ [VB-* IN-* DT-the IN-that NN-ice NN-axe MD-should VB-be VB-used ]], \ [VP \ [VB-* NN-* VB-use ]], \ [VP \ [DT-the IN-in ]], \ [VP \ [VB-reporting IN-in JJ-late NN-afternoon (TIME) ]], \ [VP \ [VB-* NN-* NN-* NN-* ]], \ [VP \ [VB-crossing DT-the NN-snow NN-* IN-* ]], \ [VP \ [DT-the NN-* NN-field IN-in DT-the JJ-late NN-afternoon (TIME) ]], \ [VP \ [VB-had TO-to VB-use NNS-crampons ]]])
\]

Notice that potential safety-related “issues” are *ice-axe, snow, crampons*, being at a ... field during later afternoon, being dangerous, necessity to use ice-axe, crossing the snow, and others. These issues occur in both samples, so that are of a potential interest. Now we can run the formed lattice query against the corpus and observe which issues extracted above are confirmed. A simple way to look at it is as a Boolean OR query: find me the conditions from the list which is satisfied by the corpus. The generalization for the lattice query and the paragraph above turns out to be satisfactory:

\[
([NP \ [NN-ice NN-axe ], NP \ [NN-snow NN-* ], NP \ [DT-the NN-snow ], NP \ [PRP-i ], NP \ [NNs-crampons ], NP \ [NN-* NN-* IN-in JJ-late NN-afternoon (TIME) ]], \ [VP \ [VB-was JJ-dangerous ]], \ [VP \ [VB-* VB-use ]], \ [VP \ [VB-* NN*-* IN-* ]], \ [VP \ [VB-crossing NN-snow NN-* IN-* ]], \ [VP \ [VB-crossing DT-the NN-snow NN-* IN-* ]], \ [VP \ [VB-had TO-to VB-use NNS-crampons ]], \ [VP \ [TO-to VB-* NN-* IN-* ]]) \Rightarrow \text{matched}
\]

Hence we got the confirmation from the corpus that the above hypotheses, encoded into this lattice query, are true. Notice that forming a data exploration queries from the original paragraphs would contain too many keywords and would produce too much marginally relevant results.
**Generalization Operation**

The purpose of an abstract generalization is to find the commonality between portions of text at various levels. The generalization operation occurs on the levels of Article / Paragraph / Sentence / Phrase / Individual word.

At each level except the lowest one, the result of the generalization of two expressions is a set of the sets that are the results of the pairwise generalization of these expressions. In such a set, expressions for which less-general expressions exist are eliminated. The generalization of two sets of expressions is a set of the sets that are the results of the pairwise generalization of these expressions.

**Definition 1:** Generalization of words

The result of generalization of two words, \( w_1 \wedge w_2 = \langle \text{lemma}(w_1) \wedge \text{lemma}(w_2), \ \text{pos}(w_1) \wedge \text{pos}(w_2) \rangle \).

\( \text{lemma}(w_i) \wedge \text{lemma}(w_j) \) is either \( w_i = w_j \), if the words are the same, or ‘*’ otherwise (a placeholder for an arbitrary word, if words \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) are different).

\( \text{pos}(w_i) \wedge \text{pos}(w_j) \) is either part-of-speech \( \text{pos}(w_i) \wedge \text{pos}(w_j) \), or ‘*’ otherwise (if their parts-of-speech are different).

**Definition 2:** Generalization of phrases:

- Only phrase of the same type can be generalized;
- For noun phrases, only those with the same head noun can be generalized. The generalization result includes this head noun. The head of a phrase is the word that determines the syntactic type of that phrase or analogously the stem that determines the semantic category of a compound of which it is a part. The rest of the words in phrases is generalized according to Definition 1.
- For verb phrases, they should have the same verb.
- For other types of phrases, generalization occurs analogously. Notice that English is primarily a head-initial language. Structure is descending as speech and processing move from left to right. Most dependencies have the head preceding its dependent(s), although there are also head-final dependencies in parse trees. For instance, the determiner-noun and adjective-noun dependencies are head-final as well as the subject-verb dependencies. Most other dependencies in English are, however, head-initial; the mixed nature of head-initial and head-final structures is common across languages.

**Definition 3:** Generalization of sentences.

\( S_1 \wedge S_2 = \wedge p \_p_{p_1} \wedge p_{p_2} \), where \( p_{p_1} \) and \( p_{p_2} \) are phrases from sentences \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), of type \( p \in \{NP, VP, \ldots\} \).

We outline the algorithm for generalization two sentences below, which concerns paths of syntactic trees rather than sub-trees because these paths are tightly connected with language phrases. Regarding the operations on trees, we follow the work of (Kapoor & Ramesh 1995).

Although it is a formal operation on abstract trees, the generalization operation yields semantic information about the commonalities between sentences. Rather than extracting common keywords, the generalization operation produces a syntactic expression that can be semantically interpreted.

**Evaluation**

We conduct evaluation for complex information extraction tasks such as identifying communicative actions and detecting emotional states. Also, we perform evaluation for the rhetoric relation domain: this task is necessary to build a set of parse trees for a paragraph, linking its parse trees.

We draw the comparison between information extraction based on the means available within Elasticsearch and Solr lattice work:

- keyword Boolean queries,
- span queries where the distance between keywords in text is constrained, and
- lattice query-based information extraction.

The corpus is based on the set of customer complaints, where both communicative actions and emotions are frequent and essential for complaint analysis tasks. Evaluation was conducted by quality assurance personnel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Keywords and Regexps</th>
<th>Keywords and Regexps</th>
<th>Span and ‘Like’ Queries</th>
<th>Lattice queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>P/R speed</td>
<td>P/R speed</td>
<td>P/R speed</td>
<td>P/R speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicative actions</td>
<td>64 71 1</td>
<td>63 72 0.02</td>
<td>68 70 0.05</td>
<td>82 75 15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional state</td>
<td>62 70 1.2</td>
<td>59 70 0.02</td>
<td>64 68 0.05</td>
<td>80 74 18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhetoric relation</td>
<td>56 65 1.5</td>
<td>56 66 0.02</td>
<td>59 70 0.05</td>
<td>77 70 25.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation of lattice query-based information extraction tasks
We observe in Table 1 that the information extraction F-measure for keywords and regular expressions is both 64% for querying indexed data and string search (although the former is about 50 times faster). Relying on span queries gives just 2% increase in F-measure, whereas using lattice queries delivers further 10% improvement.

We also evaluate the data exploration scenarios using search engine APIs. Instead of formulating a single complex question and submit it for search, a user is required to describe her situation in steps, so that the system would assist with formulating hypotheses on what is important and what is not. The system automatically derives generalizations and builds the respective set of lattice queries. Then search engine API is used to search the web with lattice queries and automatically filter out results which are not covered by the lattice query. To do the latter, the system generalizes each candidate search results with the lattice query and rejects the ones not covered, similar to the information extraction scenario.

This year I purchased my Anthem Blue Cross insurance through my employer. What is the maximum out-of-pocket expense for a family of two in case of emergency?

Last year I acquired my individual Kaiser health insurance for emergency cases only. How much would be my out of pocket expense within a year for emergency services for my wife and kids?

The system finds a commonality between these paragraphs and forms a lattice query, so that the search results are as close to this query as possible. An alternative approach is to derive a set of lattice queries, varying generalization results, and delivering those search results which are covered the best with one of the lattice query from this set (not evaluated here).

We show the percentage of relevant search results, depending on how queries are formed. We ran 20 queries for each evaluation setting and consider first 20 results for each. Each search results is consider as either relevant or not, and we do not differentiate between top search results and 15th-20th ones. We use Bing search engine API for these experiments. Evaluation of lattice querying on the web was conducted by the author.

One can see that for the sentence-level analysis, there is 14% improvement proceeding from keyword overlap to parse structures delivering phrases for web search, and further 8% improvement leveraging lattice queries derived from a pair of sentences. For the paragraphs, there are respective 21% and 22% improvement, since web search engine don’t do well with paragraph-sized queries. If the number of keywords in a query is high, it is hard for a search engine to select which keywords are important, and term frequency becomes the major ranking factor. Also, for such queries, a search engine cannot rely on learned user selections from previous querying, hence the quality of search results are so low.

The proposed technique seems to be an adequate solution for cross-sentence alignment (Chambers et al 2007, MacCartney et al 2008). One application of this problem is automated solving of numerical equations formulated as algebra word problems (Kushman et al 2014). To form a representation for an elementary algebra problem text, we would use a training set of pairs textT – equationT and produce an alignment of text and equationT by means of generalization textT = equationT which is an expression which can be converted into a numerical expression. The capability to “solve” an algebraic problem is based on the completeness of a training set: for each type of equation, there should be a textual algebraic problem for it. Also, the problem of phrase alignment for such areas a machine translation has been explored in (Jiang and Conrath 1997).

In this work we introduced a new type of query for search engine framework, the lattice query, which is intended to facilitate the process of an abstract data exploration. Instead of having a user formulate a query, one or more instances are automatically formed from sample ex-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Forming lattice query as keyword overlap for two sentences</th>
<th>Forming lattice query as parse structure of a sentence</th>
<th>Lattice queries for two sentences</th>
<th>Forming lattice query as keyword overlap for paragraphs</th>
<th>Forming lattice query as parse structure</th>
<th>Lattice queries for two paragraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legal research</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing research</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health research</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology research</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History research</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Evaluation of web mining via lattice queries
pressions. To derive a lattice query, as well as measure relevance of a question to an answer, an operation of syntactic generalization (Galitsky et al 2012) is used. It finds a maximal common sub-trees between the parse trees for the sample text fragments, and also it finds the maximum common sub-trees between the parse trees for the lattice query and that of the candidate answers. In the latter case, the size of the common sub-trees is a measure of relevance for a given candidate search results.

In our evaluation we compared the conventional information extraction approach where extraction rules are expressed using keywords and regular expressions, with the one where rules are frame queries. We observed that frame queries improve both precision and recall of information extraction by producing more sensitive rules, compared to sample expressions which would serve as extraction rules otherwise. For the web search, if one wants to find information relevant to a few portions of text, such as blog postings, Facebook reply or couple of articles of interest, lattice queries are a handy tool. It forms a web search (frame) query to find relevant results on the web and access their similarity. An importance of the lattice queries in data exploration is that only the most important keywords are submitted for web search, and neither single document nor keyword overlap deliver such the set of keywords.

Conclusions

In this work we introduced a new type of query for search engine framework, the lattice query, which is intended to facilitate the process of an abstract data exploration. Instead of having a user formulate a query, one or more instances are automatically formed from sample expressions. To derive a lattice query, as well as measure relevance of a question to an answer, an operation of syntactic generalization (Galitsky 2014) is used. It finds a maximal common sub-trees between the parse trees for the sample text fragments, and also it finds the maximum common sub-trees between the parse trees for the lattice query and that of the candidate answers. In the latter case, the size of the common sub-trees is a measure of relevance for a given candidate search results.

In our evaluation we compared the conventional information extraction approach where extraction rules are expressed using keywords and regular expressions, with the one where rules are frame queries. We observed that frame queries improve both precision and recall of information extraction by producing more sensitive rules, compared to sample expressions which would serve as extraction rules otherwise. For the web search, if one wants to find information relevant to a few portions of text, such as blog postings, Facebook reply or couple of articles of interest, lattice queries are a handy tool. It forms a web search (frame) query to find relevant results on the web and access their similarity. An importance of the lattice queries in data exploration is that only the most important keywords are submitted for web search, and neither single document nor keyword overlap deliver such the set of keywords.
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